
Week 2, Class 2
Games, Play and Context

2) Foundations of Game Studies

Johan Huizinga - Homo Ludens (1938)

bio l19th-m20th C
Dutch cultural historian

definition

"Summing up the formal characteristics of play we might call it a free 
activity standing quite consciously outside 'ordinary' life as being 'not 
serious,' but at the same time absorbing the player intensely and utterly. 
It is an activity connected with no material interest, and no profit can be 
gained by it. It proceeds within its own proper boundaries of time and 
space according to fixed rules and in an orderly manner. It promotes the 
formation of social groupings which tend to surround themselves with 
secrecy and to stress their difference from the common world by disguise 
or other means." (p. 107 in Game Design Reader)

"play is a voluntary activity or occupation executed 
within certain fixed limits of time and place, according 
to rules freely accepted but absolutely binding, 
having its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling 
of tension, joy and the consciousness that it is 
'different' from 'ordinary life.'" (p. 28 in Homo Ludens)

Homo Ludens : [wo]man, the player

characteristics

play is free
play is not 'ordinary' life
play is distinct from 'ordinary' life
play creates order
rules
no profit

important elements

magic circle
separation from life (and work)
fun/play as "significant" (having meaning/important)

seriousness

seriousness seeks to exclude play, whereas 
play can very well include seriousness
game player vs. gambler vs. stock broker

against rules

spoilsport

breaks/ignores rules
play fails
the worst

cheat

acknowledges, but avoids rules
play maintained
less bad

aesthetics

"The Platonic identification of play and holiness does not 
defile the latter by calling it play, rather it exalts the concept 
of play to the highest regions of the spirit. We said at the 
beginning that play was anterior to culture; in a certain sense 
it is also superior to it or at least detached from it. In play we 
may move below the level of the serious, as the child does; 
but we can also move above it–in the realm of the beautiful 
and the sacred." p. 113
methectic rather than mimetic (a doing, not just a figuring)
(remember when reading Winckelmann and Hegel)

vs. ritual
argues that religion does the same thing as play
(be aware: art museum is also a ritual according to 
Duncan and Wallach in a later reading)

but... he studies the "play element of culture"

"His work is not a study of games, but an inquiry into the 
creative quality of the play principle in the domain of culture, 
and more precisely, of the spirit that rules certain kinds of 
games–those which are competitive" (Caillois p. 123)

not 'games' as an object Dutch: spel = play/game

Roger Caillois - Man, Play, Games (1961)

bio 20th C
sociologist (broadly)

characteristics

free
separate
uncertain
unproductive

[either/or]
governed by rules
make-believe

classification

Forms

Agon - (competition)
Alea - (chance)
Mimicry - (role playing)
Ilinx - (vertigo)

Continuum
Ludus - structured play, rules
Paidia - spontaneous play, playfulness

diagram
p. 148

Gregory Bateson - (meta) communication

bio 20th C
anthropology, cybernetics

play is communication about/before communication
"the playful nip denotes the bite, but it does not 
denote what would be denoted by the bite"
Game Design Reader, p. 317

purpose of play
practice / training
something different / means of avoiding something

Essence(s) and Purpose(s)

boundaries?
fun?
rules?
modern corruption?
...art?

3) Up next...

Raph Koster (2005) - A Theory of Fun for Game Design
Chapters 1-5

pictures, pictures, pictures

no quiz today, so...
sample questions

What was AUTHOR's thesis?
How did AUTHOR make HIS/HER argument?

How does X reading intersect with Y reading?
Explain one thing you found interesting in Z reading

1) What is a Game?

Ontology

definitions
wikipedia

define:

usable meanings
what games are and how they matter

what art is and how it matters

So, what IS a game?

(go around; make list on the board)

key terms

play
rules

story/world

product(ion)
of the world / in the world

material / immaterial

Action Time!

[5 min] Spacewar!

Tech Model Railroad Club

Steve Russell
J. M. Graetz

Wayne Wiitanen
Alan Kotok

Dan Edwards
Robert Saunders

Peter Samson

etc.

John Shriver
Bob Miller

John Purbrick
1962

PDP-1 (supercomputer)
MIT

[5 min] Pong
(Atari)

Allan Alcorn
Nolan Bushnell

1972
Arcade machine

Local bar

The Importance of Context

Them

OXO
Alexander S. Douglas

1952
Dissertation project

Tennis for Two

William Higinbotham
1958

demo in government research lab

Spacewar!grad students at play

Pongcompany trying to make money

Our contexts
50 Years Later

Classroom

Others' Contexts

art museum
city bus/train

living room
etc.

Blog Entry #1
A 'Fun' Experience

Choose One Game!

Taito - Space Invaders (arcade; various)
Namco - Pacman (various)

Tale of Tales - The Path (computer)
Ian Bogost - A Slow Year (various)

Team Meat - Super Meat Boy (various)

Prompt

For your first blog post you need to analyze the game 
you’ve been playing during the first week according to the 
concept of fun. Was (playing) the game a ‘fun’ experience? 

The ‘fun’ is in scarequotes for a reason: Whose fun? What is fun? 
Why is it fun? Is it not fun? All of these are things to consider.

Substance Requirement

make sure you integrate at least one of 
the required readings or in class theorists 
(Huizinga, Caillois, Koster, Sutton-Smith)

Length Requirement500-1000 words

Due Date/TimeMonday, September 7, 11:59pm

http://www.masswerk.at/spacewar/
http://www.ponggame.org/

